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Monthly Medal Winners February 2016
Congratulations to Maureen Thomson and Nell Hannan our Monthly Medal Winners for
February with the score of 61.31% Well done ladies

Maureen Thomson, Valerie Brandenburg (President) and Nell Hannan February Monthly Medal Winners

“According to Chinese Five Elements Horoscopes, Monkey contains
Metal and Water. Metal is connected to gold. Water is connected to
wisdom and danger. Therefore, we will deal with more financial events
in the year of the Monkey. Monkey is a smart, naughty, wily and
vigilant animal. If you want to have good return for your money
investment, then you need to outsmart the Monkey. Metal is also
connected to the Wind. That implies the status of events will be changing
very quickly. Think twice before you leap when making changes for your
finance, career, business relationship and people relationship.”

We celebrated Chinese New Year and there were many auspicious prizes including Lucky
Bamboo, Jade Plant.

A Year of Money for Monkeys?

Great unexpected fortune will find its way to Monkeys in 2016, so they will not have to worry
about food and clothes. The best months for them to make their fortune will be the second
and twelfth Chinese lunar months, during which they should make full use of their time to
invest and cash in. They should avoid gambling, speculating, and collecting illegal or greedy
gains, or they will lose everything they have, especially in the third Chinese lunar month. They
should also guard against becoming poor due to greed. Monkeys should not show off their
wealth, or they will be persecuted by others.

Penny Baldwin looking
amazing in her gorgeous
cheongsam

The most inscrutable Gay Kable joining in
for Chinese New Year - loving those
pigtails

Peter Kable channelling Mao Tse-Tung

Most auspicious prizes

Carolyn Bulger, pretty in pink, giving out
Chinese New Year prizes.

Great News for Bridge @ the Bay Bridge Club who produced 2 Pairs of Winners in the NSW
Bridge Association – NSW under 100 Masterpoints Pairs Championship.

Carolyn Bulger and Margaret Maxwell were the Batemans Bay winners of the NSW Under 100
Masterpoints Pairs Championship in the 25-49.99 Masterpoints Division and Peter and Anne
Edwards were the winners of the 50-99.9 Masterpoints Division, this event being held in November
2015.

Peter and Anne Edwards with their
winning certificates

Margaret Maxwell and Carolyn Bulger with
winning certificates

Friday Morning Bridge
A reminder about Friday morning bridge – do come and join us and you will get to sample Robyn Issacson’s
world beating savoury muffins, seriously, they are the best muffins you will ever eat. It is such a fun
morning and excellent for those who may be a bit out of practice. You can also win $$$ and top or bottom
you still win; now you can’t get better odds than that!

